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ABSTRACT

Cardiocrinum cordatum (Thunb.) Makino var. glehnii (F. Schmidt) Hara (Liliaceae) a rare species is characterized by an 
underdeveloped embryo during dissemination and by the difficulty of seed germination. The aim of the work was to clarify the 
type of seed dormancy and optimization of seed  reproduction in this species by combining various methods: germinating of 
seeds at different temperature regimes and the culture of isolated embryos in vitro in light and darkness. It was proved that C. 
cordatum var. glehnii has both the physiological inhibition of embryo postdevelopment as well as seed germination. It was 
found to be overcome under the influence of two factors: temperature and illumination. Physiological mechanism of inhibition 
of seed germination was removed only after prolonged exposure at low positive temperature (0-3°C). The results of the study 
allowed to solve finally the problem of the type of seed dormancy in C. cordatum var. glehnii and classify it as a deep complex 
morphophysiological one. 
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decorative properties, are among the rare and endangered One of the most effective methods of biodiversity 
species of plants that have seeds with difficult germination.conservation is the artificial reproduction of rare species and 

Cardiocrinum cordatum (Thumb.) Makino var. glehnii the use of experimental plants for introduction in botanical 
(Fr. Schmidt) Hara is a perennial rhizome-bulbous plant, relict gardens. Most of the rare wild-growing species propagate 
of the tertiary flora, an endemic of the Kuril archipelago mainly by the seeds. As a rule they are characterized by 
islands. The specific features of reproductive biology – the difficulty in seed germination, due to the presence of 
monocarpic developmental cycle, the prolonged germination dormancy, a long and often complex pre-sowing preparation 
of seeds (18-19 months from the time of dissemination), the requires to break it.
late achievement of reproductive age (7-8 years after The causes of dormancy, and the methods of its   
germination) (Kawano et al., 2004) – limit the spread and breaking, vary considerably  between  species to species. 
natural renewal of the species, that determines its rarity. The There are two main classifications of seed dormancy, created 
species is under protection in the national Nature Park by Nikolaeva (1977, 1999) and Baskin and Baskim (1998, 
“Kurilskyi” and is included in the Red Book of the Russian 2006). The morphophysiological type determined by the 
Federation (2008) and the Red Book of the Sakhalin Region combination of underdeveloped embryo at the time of 
(2015).dissemination with the physiological mechanism of inhibition  

Seeds of C. cordatum var. glehnii are characterized by of germination, is the most compound and poorly studied type 
morphophysiological  dormancy (Dvorakowskaya 1977, in both classification. The difficulty of the pre-sowing of the 
Kondo et al. 2006). The appearance of this type of dormancy is 

seeds in this group is specific for each species. The 
believed to be due to the adaptation of the species to the 

dependence of the processes of post-development of embryo  
conditions of the monsoon climate. The period from 

(interseminal development apart from the maternal plant) and 
dissemination to germination is very extensive: after 

seed germination from the temperature factor is  result of 
dissemination (October), the embryo in the seeds does not 

adaptation to the environment. The depth of dormancy 
develop within a year, and its complete development occurs 

influences the duration of germination of such seeds, making 
only in the autumn of next year. Seeds germinate in the spring, 

it very long, sometimes several years. Therefore, the 
in the second year after dissemination.

identification of optimal temperatures for the embryo On the basis of data on seed germination in natural and 
postdevelopment and germination has a large theoretical and laboratory conditions using different schemes of their 
practical significance as it allows the understanding of the temperature treatment, the dormancy of seeds in this species 
breaking over phyisiological mechanism of inhibition and was determined differently by various researchers: as a deep 
optimize the process of seed reproduction of the species by simple morphophysiological dormancy (Kondo et al. 2006) or 
accelerating the latent stage of ontogenesis. as a deep complex morphophysiological dormancy  

The species of the family Liliaceae Juss., in particular, the (Dvorakowskaya 1977, Nikolaeva et al. 1985). Thus,  till date, 
genus Cardiocrinum, which representatives possess valuable questions on the type of seed dormancy and temperature 



regimes of removing the physiological barriers of germination thickness were made on a microtome Microm HM 325 (Carl 
inhibition in C. cordatum var. glehnii remain controversial. Zeiss, Germany) and stained with Lichtgrun. The preparations 
The culture of isolated embryos in vitro is known to be often were viewed on Axioplan-2 mot (Zeiss) microscope. To 
used for cultures characterized by difficult seed germination. document the images, we used the AxioCam MRc 5 (Zeiss) 
There is no information on the cultivation of isolated embryos camcorder and the AxioVision 4.8 (Zeiss) program.
for Cardiocrinum in the literature. Part of the embryos isolated from the seeds at the 

The aim of this work was to clarify the type of seed beginning of the experiment, as well as from the seeds at the 
dormancy in C. cordatum var. glehnii and to reveal the most end of postdevelopment after 360 days of the experiment 
favorable regimes of seed germination by combining various (variants of experiments 3, 5, 7, most contrasting in 
methods: germination of seeds under different temperature temperature conditions) were planted on the nutrient medium 
regimes and culture of isolated embryos in vitro. in vitro. Previously, the seeds were sterilized. The “Ace” 

solution was used in a ratio of 1:3 with distilled water with an 
MATERIAL AND METHODS

exposure of 20 minutes; then washed with sterilized distilled 
The seeds of C. cordatum var. glehnii were collected from water in triplicate. 

the plants, introduced in Leningrad region, and were stored for In the experiment, the modified Murashige and Skoog’s 
two years in the refrigerator. (1962) medium was tested with half the concentrations of 

Monitoring of seed germination was carried out in Petri macro- and microsalts, which was poured into Petri dishes (90 
dishes in the darkness. 7 variants of the experiment were mm in diameter). Cultivation of embryos was carried out at a 
delivered at different temperature regimes (Table 1). temperature of 23 ± 1°C. A part of the cultures were kept in a 

Before the experiments, the mature seeds were soaked in dark cupboard, the other part was put on a shelf with an 
water for 2 days at room temperature (10 pieces in each Petri additional light during 24 hours.
dish), after that they were exposed at the appropriate 

RESULTS
temperature regimes; experiments were carried out in 2-fold 
replication. Assessment of the state of the embryo during its   The fruit of C. cordatum var. glehnii – is a dry cylindrical 
postdevelopment inside the seed was carried out every 2 capsule with numerous seeds. Seeds are brown, triangular-
weeks by measuring its length (the embryo was visible rounded, translucent, laterally flattened, consisting of a seed 
through the covers of the seed when a beam of light was nucleus and a wide light filmy wing that forms along the rib 
pointed at it). For this purpose, a stereoscopic microscope and surrounds it along the entire periphery (Fig. 1, a). The 
Stemy 2010 Zeiss and an Image-Pro Insight 8.0 software average length of the seed nucleus is 6.2 mm; the wing of the 
package were used. The statistics were processed using the seed is slightly more developed on the side of the antiraphe 
Microsoft Exel program. Table 2 shows the mean quantity and and micropyle. The embryo in mature seeds is small, 0.59 ± 
the standard deviation from it. Seeds were considered 0.02 mm, straight, slightly differentiated into organs: 
sprouted when an embryo root appeared from the micropyle. cotyledon and hypocotyl-root axis, shoot apex is not 

The material was selectively fixed in FAA mixture (70% morphologically expressed. The embryo  size is 1/10 of the 
ethyl alcohol, glacial acetic acid, formalin in a ratio of length of the seed and it is located at the base of a special 
100:7:7). Preparations were made according to the generally endospermal cavity. Endosperm is dense, snow-white. 
accepted procedure (Prosina 1960). Sections of 8-10 μm in Endosperm cells are large with a double cell membrane – thin 

Table 1. Schemes of pre-sowing preparation of seeds.

No. Experiment scheme, °C Longivety, Days Description

1 9-10 360 constant t°C

2 (18-20)®(9-10) 120+240 change of higher t°C to lower 

3 (18-20)®(0-3)®(9-10)®(0-3)® 15 + 45 + 30 + 60 + 45 + 90 + 45 alternation of t°C with predominance of lower ones–
(9-10)®(18-20)®(9-10) approximate to natural conditions of Leningrad 

region

4 (9-10)®(18-20)®(0-3)®(18-20)®(9-10) 30 + 60 + 60 + 160 + 50 alternation of t°C with predominance of higher ones 
in the middle of experiment – approximate to natural 
conditions of habitat

5 (9-10)®(0-3)®(9-10)®(18-20)®(9-10) 30 + 45 + 150 + 90 + 45 alternation of t°C with predominance of lower ones 

6 (9-10)®(18-20)®(9-10) 150 + 180 + 40 alternation of lower and higher t°C

7 (0-3)®(9-10)®(0-3)®(9-10)®(0-3)®30 + 30 + 30 + 60 + 80 + 90 + 40 alternation of t°C with predominance of low ones
(18-20)®(9-10)
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primary and thickened secondary ones. The secondary wall from the experiment start), embryo growth was not observed 
has numerous wide pores (Fig. 1 b). The endosperm cells in any of the variants. After the expiration of this period, the 
contain a large number of reserve substances, apparently, embryos from experiment 2 (changing higher t°C (9-10°C) to 
starch and proteins. Thickened walls of endosperm cells lower (0-3°C)) were first to grow: at 165 day the length of the 
contain various forms of carbohydrates, which give the embryo was 0.89 ± 0.02 mm (Fig. 2, b). Approximately on 225 
endosperm hardness and a high water retention capacity. day from the experiment start the growth of the embryo was 
However, these carbohydrate reserve are used during noted in the other variants as well, and later, on 300-330 day 
germination (Teryokhin 1990).  the embryo reached its final dimensions (Fig. 2, c-d).

Fig. 2. The structure of seed of C. cordatum var. glehnii in the 
course of embryo postdevelopment. a – the embryo in seed at 
dissemination, b, c – the embryo during postdevelopment, d – the Fig. 1. The structure of seed of C. cordatum var. glehnii at 
embryo at the moment of postdevelopment completion; em – dissemination. a – general view of the seed; b – endosperm cells, 
embryo, en – endosperm. Scale – 1 mm.the pores of cell walls and nutrients in cytoplasm are seen; em – 

embryo, m – micropyle, n – nucleus, p – pores of cell walls, r – At the end of embryo postdevelopment period, the 
raphe, s w – seed wing. Scale: a – 1 mm, b – 0,02 mm.

embryo was completely formed and occupied the entire length 
A study of the dynamics of embryo morphometric of the seed. It was well differentiated into organs – the narrow 

parameters at three temperature regimes tested, °С (18-20, 9- cotyledon, the hypocotyl-root axis, the embryonal root and the 
10, 0-3) and 7 variants of the experiment (the description of the shoot apex (Fig. 2, d). A long, slightly curved cotyledon with 
variants is given on Table 2) revealed the following an enlarged base was four times longer than the short 
peculiarities of the proceeding of its intra-seminal hypocotyls-root axis with embryonal root. The shoot apex was 
postdevelopment. In the first two weeks, in all variants of the located in the notch of the expanded base of the cotyledon. The 
experiment, the length of the embryo increased insignificantly embryo obtained a well-distinguishable conductive system 
(by 0.2-0.3 mm), probably due to water intake and swelling represented by procambium bundles of the central cylinder 
(Fig. 2, a). Further, during 4.5 subsequent months (150 days and by a single bundle of cotyledon.

Table 2. Dynamics of embryo growth in C. cordatum var. glehnii

exp.* Embryo length (mm) on a certain day from the experiment start

150 165 180 195 210 225 240 255 270 285 300 315 330 345 360

1 0,75± 0,76± 0,79± 0,81± 0,82± 0,9± 2,13± 3,5± 4,31± 9,31± 9,97± 10,67± 10,67± 10,67± 10,67±
0,01 0,01 0,02 0,02 0,03 0,08 0,53 0,6 0,3 0,88 0,78 0,58 0,58 0,58 0,58

2 0,89± 0,95± 1,04± 1,06± 1,09± 1,32± 1,53± 1,83± 1,88± 3,18± 3,86± 3,72± 5,34± 7,06± 8,22±
0,02 0,03  0,03 0,03 0,05 0,03  0,02  0,06  0,11  0,1  0,22  0,14  0,44 0,18 0,23

3 0,75± 0,75± 0,75± 0,78± 0,79± 0,79± 0,82± 0,86± 1,07± 2,49± 3,45± 4,02± 7,14± 8,09± 9,83± 
0,01 0,01 0,01 0,01 0,02 0,02 0,05 0,1 0,11 0,2 0,22 0,14 0,26 0,53 0,4

4 0,78± 0,78± 0,81± 0,85± 0,86± 0,92± 1,1± 1,55± 1,7± 2,97± 3,86± 4,07± 6,09± 7,51± 9,23±
0,02 0,01 0,03 0,01 0,03 0,02 0,02 0,1 0,1 0,2 0,22 0,18 0,34 0,21 0,4

5 0,75± 0,77± 0,78± 0,8± 0,82± 0,82± 0,87± 0,93± 1,33± 2,26± 3,73± 4,12± 6,67± 8,27± 10,19±
0,01 0,01 0,02 0,02 0,04 0,02 0,02 0,09 0,14 0,32 0,31 0,31 0,36 0,23 0,19

6 0,76± 0,77± 0,79± 0,84± 0,84± 0,98± 1,3± 1,56± 1,56± 2,66± 3,3± 3,38± 6,58± 7,34± 8,27±
0,01 0,01 0,01 0,01 0,02 0,05 0,1 0,07 0,1 0,09 0,21 0,15 0,43 0,28 0,35

7 0,75± 0,75± 0,77± 0,8± 0,79± 0,79± 0,79± 0,79± 0,8± 1,33± 1,87± 2,52± 5,39± 7,19± 9,36±
0,01 0,02 0,01 0,01 0,02 0,02 0,01 0,01 0,05 0,03 0,1 0,1 0,3 0,16 0,38

Notation: * – see the description of the experiment in Tabl. 1, at the experiment beginning the middle embryo length was 0,57±0,01 mm.
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Monitoring of embryo postdevelopment manifested that The development of embryos isolated from seeds after 
the rate of change of the morphometric parameters was dissemination and placed on a nutrient medium into in vitro 
approximately the same in the five variants of the experiment culture began immediately and occurred quickly. Two weeks 
(2-6), with the exception of the experiments 1 and 7 (Fig. 3). from the beginning of the cultivation, the embryo size reached 
The growth of embryos in the experiment at constant t°C 9-10 6-8 mm (as in the end of the postdevelopment in the seed), 
(1) was much faster than in all other variants. Already for 1.5 mainly due to the growth of the cotyledon, which, when 
months (270 days from the experiment start) they reached 4.31 transferring cultures to light, became intensely green. The 
± 0.3 mm, and after another 1.5 months (315 days) the length embryonal root did not develop at all. As the embryo grew, the 
increased to 10.67 ± 0.58 mm, after that the growth ceased. hypocotyl and the base of the cotyledon thickened, a bulb-like 
Postdevelopment of the embryo was carried out mainly due to structure was formed, at the base of which the adventive roots 
the growth of the cotyledon. In this experiment, the length of developed. By the beginning of the third month of cultivation, 
the cotyledon occurred to be the largest, due to intensive the majority of seedlings developed true leaves. The number 
growth, it bent inside the seed. It should also be noted that the of adventive roots increased, they became longer and more 
postdevelopment of embryos in this variant was extremely powerful.
uneven, as evidenced by the greatest variance of deviations The development in the culture of embryos isolated from 
from the average length of the embryo (± 0.59 ± 0.88). seeds at the time of the end of post development (Fig. 4a), 

underwent different temperature treatments (experiments 
3, 5, 7) differed. Besides, there were differences in the 
morphogenesis of seedlings growing in light and dark.

When using seeds from the experiments 3 and 7, in the 
seedlings both in light and in darkness, growth of the 
embryonal root was observed, whereas in seedlings from the 
seeds of experiment 5 it did not develop. In all variants the 
cotyledon grew, and later true leaves were initiated.

In the case of embryonal root development the 4 weeks 
after the beginning of cultivation in light, white adsorption 
hairs were formed on the root and the adjacent part of the 
hypocotyl (Fig. 4, b). At the 5th week of cultivation the 
hypocotyl and the base of the cotyledon began to thicken, 
forming of the bulb-like structure. By the end of the second 
month of cultivation, in the base of the bulb-like structure the 
adventive roots developed. By the beginning of the third 

Fig. 3. Embryo postdevelopment in C. cordatum var. glehnii inside month of cultivation in the light, the seedling had a well-
of the seed at different regimes of germination. developed green leaf-like cotyledon and the first true leaf, a 

green bulb-like structure at the base of which numerous The embryo postdevelopment in the experiment with 
adventive roots were formed.alternating low and lower t°C and with keeping in the heat at 

During cultivation in the darkness, morphogenesis of the end of the experiment (7) occurred more slowly. On 330 
seedlings with embryonal root proceeded analogously; the day from the experiment starting the embryos reached 5.39 ± 
difference consisted in a slower rate of growth and the absence 0.3 mm in length, that was almost 2 times less than in the 
of green pigmentation in the cotyledon and bulb-like structure experiment 1, but wherein the embryos were well 
(Figs. 4 e, g).differentiated. Their growth occurred more evenly than in the 

In seedlings without embryonal root, intensive variant 1, and the deviation from the average length was ± 0.1 
development of the cotyledon, bulb-like structure, and ± 0.3. In the variant of the experiment with the changing of 
adventive roots was observed in the light. Wherein, the higher and lowered t°C (2), the development of the embryos 
embryonal root remained in the form of a rudimentary was also realized uniformly, the statistical average deviation 
brown color during the whole period of cultivation was ± 0.18 ± 0.23.
(Figs. 4 c, d).In the other temperature variants, the differences in the 

During cultivation of embryos without embryonal root in rate of embryo development were insignificant. The transfer 
the darkness, the bulb-like structure and adventive roots were of a part of the seeds after the end of embryo post development 
absent in the seedlings, only the cotyledon developed and the from all the experiment variants to low t°C (0-3°C) promoted 
first leaf of the shoot apex was formed (Fig. 4 h). Without their germination. The final percentage of sprouted seeds 
transferring to the light, such seedlings perished.reached 90%.
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Undoubtedly, the state of dormancy and hard 
germination, including the process of embryo development 
within the seed after dissemination (postdevelopment) and 
overcoming the physiological mechanism of inhibition 
germination, could be referred  as the important peculiarities 
of seeds with underdeveloped embryo.

The complete process of embryo postdevelopment and 
seed germination in C. cordatum var. glehnii was investigated 
by Kondo et al. (2006). The authors monitored the germination 
of seeds in the soil under natural conditions and in Petri dishes 
under laboratory conditions with the influence of different 
temperatures. The best results for embryo postdevelopment 
and germination were observed in the laboratory under 
variable temperature and light conditions (day/night) 
according to the scheme : 25/15°C (60 days) ® 15/5°C (60 
days) ® 0°С (120 days) ® 15/5°C. The beginning of growth 
of the embryo was observed after 3.5 - 4 months at t°C 15/5°C, 
and the embryonal root - at the same temperature °C, but    
after preliminary treatment for 120 days at 0°C. The seeds 
germinated 9 months after stratification begins, and the 
dormancy was defined as a morphophysiological deep simple, 
according to the classification of Baskin and  Baskin (1998, 

Fig. 4. Isolated embryo of C. cordatum var. glehnii at the moment of 
2004). Hormonal treatment (GA ) slightly reduced the time of 3postdevelopment completion and planting on medium (a) and 
the initial warm stratification and did not affect germination. In juvenile plants at different stages of cultivation in vitro in light (b-d) 

and darkness (e-h). the experiment of Dvorakovskaya (1977) it was shown that for 
thPlants on the 5  (b, e) and 9 (g) weeks of cultivation, the growth of the germination of seeds of this species, a double effect of low thembryo root is observed; plants on the 7 (c) 9 (d) and 10  (h) weeks 

t°C is necessary in the following scheme: 0-3°C (2.5 months) of cultivation, the rudiment of embryo root is seen; ad rt – adventive 
18-20°C (4.5 months) 0-3°C (5 months), and Nikolaeva with roots, bl – bulb-like structure, c – cotyledon, em rt – embryo root, h 

– hypocotyl, pr l – primary leaf, sh a – shoot apex. Scale: a, b, e – 2 co-authors on the basis of this scheme defined the dormancy as 
mm, g – 4 mm, h – 1 mm. a morphophysiological deep complex (Nikolaeva et al. 1985).

According to the literature and our data, there is a fairly DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
long period when the embryo, being inside the seed after 

Studying the morphology of mature seeds C. cordatum dissemination, does not develop under any temperature or 
var. glehnii at the time of dissemination revealed a number of other influences (3.5 months in the laboratory, 12 months in 
peculiarities similar to those noted previously in other species vivo – Kondo et al. (2006), 6.5 months – original data). Not all 
with underdeveloped embryo (Butuzova et al. 1997, Pozdova researchers drew attention to this very important fact, whereas 
et al. 2008). First of all, they concerned the presence of a it indicates the presence in the seed of the physiological 
special endosperm cavity, formed around the embryo at the mechanism of inhibition embryo postdevelopment (FMI post- 
micropylar end of the endosperm and contained the lysis development). Thus, for Dvorakovskaya (1977) and Baskin 
products of its cells. In this cavity the development of the and Baskin (1998, 2006), FMI postdevelopment is not taken 
embryo at the initial stages occurred, as well as its post- into consideration, whereas Nikolaeva (1977, 1999) attaches 
development after dissemination. With an increase in size of special importance to it. Apparently, this is the reason for the 
embryo, the endosperm cavity also enlarged. Another 

discrepancy in the determination of types of seed dormancy in 
peculiarity was the thickening of secondary membranes with 

rest in Glenn’s cardiocrinum.
numerous pores, characterized for the endosperm cells, as in 

The presence of FMI embryo postdevelopment could be 
Fritillaria pallidiflora – a species with underdeveloped 

conditioned by various physiological factors, implying both the 
embryo from the same family Liliaceae (Pozdova et al. 2008). 

impossibility of the supply of nutrients to the embryo, and the 
Reserve nutriments in the seeds of C. cordatum var. glehnii, as 

inability of the embryo itself to assimilate them. Overcoming 
in other species belonging to Liliaceae, were proteins, starch 

FMI, according to Nikolaeva (1977), is possible only under the 
accumulating in the cells of the embryo and endosperm, as 

treatment of lowered positive t°C (0-10°C). In our experience, 
well as different forms of polysaccharides of the thickened 

FMI embryo postdevelopment was eliminated at t°C 9-10°C, walls of endosperm cells (Petrova 1977, Nikolaeva et al. 
and after a sufficiently long period of exposure. In the 1999, Teryokhin 1996).

c

sh a

h

emrt

c

sh a
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formation of a bulb-like structure and adventive roots, experiment of Kondo with co-workers (2006), the dormancy 
although in some seedlings the appearance of a true leaf was period, in which the embryo occurred before starting growth, 
observed. Without transferring to the light, such seedlings was shorter (3-3.5 months compared to 6-6.5 months in our 
perished. In the light, the embryo quickly became green, the experiment). Germination of seeds in their experiment was 
cotyledon growth, the formation of a bulb-like structure and a carried out under the influence of a combination of two factors 
system of adventive roots occurred.– temperature and light (15/5C, 12h light/12h dark), which we 

The cultivation of isolated embryos on the medium made associate with the shortening of dormancy period and the 
it possible to come close to solving the question of the nature overcoming of FMI postdevelopment in the species studied. 
of FMI germination. Since the embryonal root in Moreover, both the covers of the seed and the endosperm of 
Cardiocrinum begins to develop only after prolonged Cardiocrinum are translucent.
exposure to low t°C, and hormonal treatment does not The experiment on in vitro cultivation of embryos 
stimulate germination, the morphophysiological dormancy is isolated from mature seeds after dissemination can shed light 
considered to be deep. Our experiments showed that the cold to the causes of the emergence of FMI postdevelopment. On 
affects not only on the embryo, but also on the seed coat, that the nutrient medium, the embryos of C. cordatum var. glehnii 
indicates the causes of the emergence of FMI germination, began to develop immediately and quickly, and after 2 weeks 
which can be found both in the embryo and surrounding seed they reached the sizes comparable with the size of the embryos 
structures. The presence of a relatively long micropyle in the after 9 months development inside the seed (when germinated 
seed could be also proposed as an inhibitory factor.in Petri dishes). On this basis, we can talk about the regulation 

The results of embryo germination in the culture in vitro of the growth processes in the embryo, which is carried out 
suggest the possibility of an alternative mode of germination from the side of endosperm and / or the covers of the seed.
in Cardiocrinum – due to the development of cotyledon For germination of seeds C. cordatum var. glehnii it is not 
and adventive roots, in addition to the most common enough to eliminate FMI postdevelopment, since there is still 
germination – due to the embryonal root. In the species from a physiological mechanism of inhibition of germination in the 
the same family of Liliaceae Fritillaria pallidiflora an seed. FMI germination, according to our and literary data, is 
alternative mode of seed germination by breaking through the removed only after the completion of embryo post- 
chalazal part of the seed coat by growing cotyledon was also development by the treatment of positive low t°C (0-3°C). At 
observed under artificially created stress conditions (Pozdova germinating on water in Petri dishes, the appearance of the 
et al. 2008).embryonal root was observed in a part of seeds after a long (5-

The appearance of an alternative mode of germination is 6 months) exposure to low temperatures.
believed to be associated with a disruption in the synthesis When embryos, isolated from seeds immediately after 
and/or transport of auxin in the embryo. As is known, dissemination, were cultivated in in vitro culture, the 
temperature and illumination have a direct effect on the embryonal root did not develop. The growth of embryos was 
intensity of auxin synthesis in the cotyledon and shoot apex due to an increase in the size of certain organs, mainly 
and its polar transport towards embryonal root during cotyledon. In the light in seedlings without an embryonal root, 
embryogenesis (Medvedev 1996, 2013), and a long “low-a bulb-like structure, a system of adventive roots and the first 
temperature induction” along with “photoperiodic induction” true leaf of the shoot apex were subsequently formed.
is required to trigger morphogenetic processes of embryo root When planting the completely formed embryos on the 
development, which is carried out on the principle of “all or medium (at the end of postdevelopment), the growth of the 
nothing”.embryonal root in light and in the darkness was observed only 

Thus, combining different research methods: monitoring in those variants where the seeds were kept at 0-3єC for at least 
germination of seeds at different temperature regimes and the 3.5 months (experiments 3, 7), that indicates that FMI 
culture of isolated embryos on a nutrient medium in vitro, it germination (dormancy of root apex) is temperature-
was possible to finally establish the type of seed dormancy in dependent and not associated with illumination. Later these 
Cardicrinum cordatum var. glehnii and referred it to as a deep seedlings formed a bulb-like structure with the first true leaf 
complex morphophysiological (according to Nikolaeva’s and the system of adventive roots. The difference between the 
classification (1977, 1999). In the course of the study it was light variant and the dark one consisted only in the faster rates 
found that there are both FMI postdevelopment, which is not of development and intensive greening of the cotyledon and 
taken into account in some classifications of dormancy types, bulb-like structure in the light.
and FMI germination. Control of germination in a whole is The embryos, isolated after the completion of post- 
dependent on the effect of two factors: temperature and development and not having undergone a prolonged cold 
illumination. Both of these factors cause different stratification (experiment 5), behaved differently in the light 
reproductive abilities of the organism, which are realized and in the darkness, but all had no embryonal root. In the dark, 
depending on changes in environmental conditions (Fig. 5).the development of seedlings was extremely slow, without the 
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